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ABSTRACT

One of the trends in Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the use of word embedding. Its aim is to build a low dimensional vector representation of words from text
corpora. Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe) and Sikp-Gram with Negative Sampling (SGNS) are two representative word embedding methods. Existing
papers have di↵erent conclusions on the performance of these two methods. This
thesis focuses on GloVe and studies its commonalities and di↵erences with SGNS.
Word co-occurrence is the cornerstone of all word embedding algorithms. One
di↵erence between GloVe and SGNS is the definition of co-occurrence. The weight
of co-occurring words tapers o↵ with the distance between them. GloVe and SGNS
adopts di↵erent weighting schemes. In SGNS, weight decreases linearly with the
distance. In GloVe, the weight decreases harmonically, giving less weight to the
words in the center of the window. We propose GloVe-L (GloVe Linear), by changing
the weighting scheme to the linear weighting. We find that GloVe-L outperforms
GloVe consistently in word similarity tasks. The conclusion is supported by extensive
experiments on 8 Word evaluation benchmarks on Wikipedia training corpus. The
thesis also explores the impact of hyper-parameters on the result, including window
size and xmax in GloVe. Another interesting observation is that Glove-L does not
work well for word analogy tasks.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Words in human languages are the most basic unit that carries semantic information.
In 1954, Harris [1954] proposed the Distributional Hypothesis: “words with similar
contexts have similar semantics”. This provides a theoretical basis for incorporating
semantics into vector representations of words. Then the use of word representation
has become one of the trends in Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Word representations are used in a lot of NLP tasks. For example, word representations can be used to compute semantic similarities by applying di↵erent distance
measures such as Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity and Cosine similarity. Semantic analogy is another representative task. Using word representations can solve
word analogy questions such as if “king” is to “man” then what is to “woman”. Other
tasks that word representations are widely used on include Named Entity Recognition,
Topic Segmentation, and so on.
Mainstream word vectors can be divided into two categories, document based and
window based. Document based methods, such as Vector Space Model proposed by
Salton et al. [1975], generate a document-word matrix as:
document1 document2 document3 document4
word1

2

3

0

0

word2

1

4

2

5

word3

1

0

1

4

1
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These matrices represent documents as vectors of words. They also can be used
to represent word semantics (word vector) as vectors of documents. To calculate the
entries of the matrix, they add weights to word frequencies, e.g., Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (IF-IDF). The other type of methods are based on
windows, that can be traced back to the early 90s. These methods represent the
semantics of words and contexts as vectors, e.g., Schutze [1992] used n-grams as
contexts and Dagan et al. [1993] used word combinations as contexts. In the same
period, word co-occurrence gradually emerged as a popular word-context relationship
and became the cornerstone of word embedding algorithms.
Words that are close to each other within a distance of c is called a word cooccurence. Collecting all the co-occurrences can form a co-occurance matrix X. The
i-th Row and i-th column of the matrix corresponds to a unique word wi in the
vocabulary. Xij is the number of times word wi and word wj appear together in a
window with distance of c. Similar to the document-word matrix, co-occurrence can
be used to represent word semantics.
However, directly using co-occurrence matrix as word representations will cause
problems because these word vectors are too long. For example, the latest English
Wikipedia dump contains over 8,000,000 distinct words. Thus, the word vectors will
have over 8,000,000 dimensions. Long dimensions will cause problems in down stream
machine learning tasks. Long vectors are also sparse. Besides, co-occurrence count
does not consider proximity between words.
There have been di↵erent dimensionality reduction methods aiming to build low
dimensional vector representations of words from largr text corpora. Methods doing
dimensionality reduction on the co-occurrence matrix are called matrix factorization methods. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) by Deerwester et al. [1990] is
a well-known matrix factorization method. Some other methods use neural network
models to directly learn low-dimensional word vectors. SGNS from Word2Vec is a
representative neural network model. Furthermore, Pennington et al. [2014] proposed
GloVe, which combines neural network model with global statistical information of
the co-occurrence matrix.
2
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One di↵erence between GloVe and SGNS is the definition of co-occurrence. The
weight of co-occurring words tapers o↵ with the distance between them. GloVe and
SGNS adopts di↵erent weighting schemes. In SGNS, weight decreases linearly with
the distance. In Glove, the weight decreases harmonically, giving less weight to the
words in the center of the window. We propose GloVe-L (GloVe Linear), by changing
the weighting scheme to the linear weighting. GloVe-L outperforms Glove consistently
in word similarity tasks.
Levy and Goldberg [2014] showed that SGNS is implicitly factorizing a wordcontext Point-wise Mutual Information(PMI) matrix. This connects neural network
embeddings to matrix factorizations. Based on that work, Shi and Liu [2014] further
showed that GloVe is explicitly factorizing the word-context co-occurrence matrix,
and connected GloVe to matrix factorizations. Some other existing papers were focused on testing the performance of GloVe and Word2Vec. However, they have di↵erent conclusions on the performance of these two methods. For example, Pennington
et al. [2014] claimed that GloVe outperforms Word2Vec in their experiments; However, Levy et al. [2015] showed that Word2Vec outperforms GloVe in many tasks such
as word similarity; Similarily, Schnabel et al. [2015] showed Word2Vec outperforms
GloVe, especially in the relatedness and analogy tasks.
Recognizing there are discrepancies, we redid some evaluations mentioned in their
papers for both methods, including word similarity tasks and word analogy tasks.
To show the impact of selections of hyper-parameters and benchmarks on the performance of both algorithms, we train both methods on Text8 to tune the hyperparameters, including vector dimension, window size and xmax . The trained models
are evaluated on 8 word similarity tasks, including WS353, WS353 Similarity, WS353
Relatedness, bruni MEN, Radinsky MTurk, Rare Words, RG and MC, and 2 word
analogy tasks, including Google and MSR. Through detailed comparison, we find that
SGNS outperforms GloVe in most similarity tasks, while GloVe performs better on
analogy tasks.

3

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
This chapter reviews development of di↵erent word embedding methods, introduces
di↵erent word co-occurrences and summarizes related research works about GloVe
and Word2Vec.

2.1

Development of Word Representations

Words in human languages are the most basic unit that carries semantic information.
There have been a large amount of researches aimed in building low dimensional
vector representations of words from text corpora.
Harris [1954] proposed the distributional hypothesis: words with similar contexts
have similar semantics. This provides a theoretical basis for incorporating semantics
into word representations and developing distributional models. Firth [1957] further
clarified the distribution hypothesis: a word is characterized by the company it keeps.
Another motivation to the development of distributional models is the vector
space model by Salton et al. [1975]. Vector space model (or term vector model) can
be used to represent text documents as vectors of words. In this model, they used a
matrix to represent a collection of documents. A word is represented by a row of the
matrix, and each column of the matrix is corresponding to one of the documents in
the collection. If a word occurs in the document, then the corresponding entry of the
matrix is non-zero. Di↵erent ways of computing these entries have been developed,
4
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such as tf-idf weighting by Salton et al. [1975]. With these vectors, it is possible to
encode semantic similarities in the vectors themselves, using distance measures such
as Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity and Cosine similarity.
As early as the 90s, there has been much interest in window based co-occurrence
relationships, such as n-grams and word combinations. Schütze [1992] summarized
and improved the methods of representing the semantics of words and contexts as
vectors. The initial vector on a word is determined by the words occurring close to it.
Such vectors are very long, because the size of the vector corresponds to the size of
vocabulary in the case of co-occurrence, and to the number of documents in the case
of Slaton’s Vector Space Model, so singular value decomposition is employed to reduce
the dimension. Dagan et al. [1993] and Dagan et al. [1999] proposed and improved a
method based on distributional word similarity for estimating the probability of word
combinations.
After 2006, neural network models have exerted their advantages in NLP. The
methods of using neural networks to construct word representations have gradually
become the mainstream of word representation. These methods are called the word
embedding methods. Lai [2016] and Almeida and Xexéo [2019] summarized the main
strategies based on the distributional hypothesis for building fixed-length, dense and
distributed representations for words. Recently, all these word representations are
commonly called word embeddings.

2.1.1

Matrix Factorization Methods

Using the simple co-occurrence vectors is a successful idea of modern statistical NLP,
but still has some problems. The main disadvantage is that word vectors increase in
size with the vocabulary. Very high dimensional vectors will require a lot of storage
and will bring sparsity issues to the subsequent classification models.
One method to reduce the dimensionality and keep most of the important information in a dense vector is matrix factorization. This became a main model for
learning word representation. This type of methods need to construct a co-occurrence
matrix, which contains statistical information about a corpus. Then they generate
5
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low-dimensional word representations to decompose the large co-occurrence matrices.
In a co-occurrence matrix, each row corresponds to a word, each column corresponds
to a di↵erent context, and each element in the matrix represents the number of cooccurrences of corresponding words and contexts. The row in the matrix becomes the
representation of the corresponding word by showing the distribution of the context
of the word. The particular type of “context” captured by such matrices varies by
models.
Deerwester et al. [1990] described a method based on matrix factorization called
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and uses this method for automatic indexing and
retrieval. LSA uses the document in which the word is located as the context to form a
“word-document” matrix, which means, the columns of the matrix correspond to different documents in the corpus. For reducing dimensionality, LSA uses singular-value
decomposition (SVD). In this way, the large “word-document” matrix is decomposed
into a set of orthogonal lower dimensional matrices, which can approximate the original matrix by linear combination. Word representations are generated by selecting
first k singular vectors.
Schütze [1992] and introduced and improved another method of using co-occurrence
statistics to represent word meaning. This model uses n-grams as the context to generate a “word-n-grams” co-occurrence matrix. These n-grams are composed of words
in the context around the given word in the corpra. Then it aslo applied SVD on the
co-occurrence matrix to lower the dimension and extract the statistical information.
SVD based methods make an efficient use of the statistical information. However,
when dimension goes high, SVD based methods do not scale well and it is hard to
incorporate new words. Another shorcoming is the large computing amount, which
will cost O(mn2 ) for a m ⇥ n matrix.
Lund and Burgess [1996] introduced a new method called Hyperspace Analogue
to Language (HAL). Di↵erent from LSA, HAL uses “word-word” co-occurrence matrices. The columns correspond to the text near each word, such as 5 words to after a
given word in the corpus. Then the elements in the matrix correspond to the number
of times a given word occurs in the context of another word in the corpus. This co6
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occurrence retains word order information. HAL uses the rows of the co-occurrence
matrix directly as the word representations. They evaluate the word representations
on vector similarity and multidimensional scaling and yields good results. However,
HAL and related methods su↵ers from the overhigh amount of the most frequent
words. Relationship with these stop words such as “is” and “are” contains little
samantic information but will have a large e↵ect on the similarity of word representations.
Inspired by HAL and LSA, Rohde et al. [2006] provided a new method called
COALS. LSA uses similar “word-word” co-occurrence matrices to HAL and applied
matrix decomposition methods on it. The only di↵erence is that the e↵ect of word order is ignored. In this way, the co-occurrence matrices should be symmetric. COALS
transformed the co-occurrence matrix by a correlation-based or entropy-based normalization based on entropy, which made the co-occurrence counts to be distributed
more evenly. This strategy reduced the influence of highly frequent words.
Bullinaria and Levy [2007] showed that using the same “word-word” co-occurrence
matrix as COALS, and apply positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) as transformation instead gave a good result. Similarly, the method approved by Lebret et al.
[2014] used the same co-occurrence matrices and indicated that Hellinger principal
component analysis (HPCA) was also a good transformation.
Among the three types of co-occurrence matrix, the “word-document” matrix is
very sparse, while the “word-n-gram” matrix is relatively dense. Compared with the
other two, the “word-word” matrix is the most dense one, and the methods based on
it performs the best.

2.1.2

Neural Network Methods

Another idea is to learn low-dimensional word vectors directly by neural network
model. The neural network word embedding methods, like other distributional methods, are also based on the distribution hypothesis. The core is how to represent the
context and how to model the relationship between the context and the target word.
In other words, neural network models are also creating word embeddings based on
7
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word co-occurrence information. The most common approach of learning word representations in neural network methods is by solving language model, which is to
predict the context by the target word.
Xu and Rudnicky [2000] first tried to use neural networks to solve binary language
models. There evaluation result indicated that language model learned from the neural network has better performance than language model smoothing techniques such
as Kneser-Ney smoothing, Katz smoothing and Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. Bengio
et al. [2003] proposed the well known Neural Network Language Model (NNLM).
After learning the language model, this model also obtains word emmbeddings as
part of the neural network architecture. NNLM is based on n-grams model. It estimates the conditional probability using co-occurrence information of target word
and the n-grams before it. Collobert and Weston [2008] and Collobert et al. [2011]
made improvements on NNLM. Instead of using the preceding context only for learning the word representations, they used the full context of the target word, that is,
both the n-grams before and after the target word. All these methods are based on
“word-n-gram” co-occurrence information.
Recently, Mikolov et al. [2013a] and Mikolov et al. [2013b] proposed and explained
another word embedding method which is well known as Word2Vec. It contains
two models, the skip-gram (SG) model and the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
models. SG is aimed to predict context words from the given target word, while
CBOW is aimed to predict the center word from the given context. Both of them
are single-layer neural network architecture. Word2Vec is based on “word-word” cooccurrence for learning word embeddings. It is also shallow window-based. It uses a
dynamic lengthed window to move through the whole corpus and collects word-word
co-occurrences. We will discuss this process in the following chapter. Work of Mikolov
et al. [2013a] showed Word2Vec outperforms other word embedding methods on NLP
tasks such as word similarity tasks, word analogy tasks and named entity recognition
tasks. However, Word2Vec is trained on the word pairs within local context windows,
without considering the statistic information of global co-occurrence matrix.
Pennington et al. [2014] introduced a method called GloVe, which is a global
8
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Reference

Outperform

Pennington et al. [2014]

GloVe

Levy et al. [2015]

Word2Vec

Schnabel et al. [2015]

Word2Vec

Naili et al. [2017]

Altszyler et al. [2016]

Tasks
Word
Similarity,
Word
Analogy,
Named
Entity
Recognition
Word
Similarity,
Word Relatedness,
Word Analogy
Word Relatedness,
Word Analogy

Word2Vec

Word Analogy

Comments

explained that Pennington et al.only
used Google analogies
as test set.
with
infrequent
words, with small
dimensional semantic
space
performance of SGNS
decreases when the
corpus size is reduced

TABLE 2.1: Results in Comparative Studies Regarding GloVe and Word2Vec.
log-bilinear regression model. The original intention of GloVe’s invention was to
combine Word2Vec with “word-word” co-occurrence matrix to come up with a new
word embedding method that takes full advantage of global co-occurrence statistics
and local context window training. It uses a window with fixed length to move
through the corpus and generates word-word co-occurrence first. then it trains on
the nonzero elements in the matrix. Also, We will discuss this method in detail in
our thesis.

2.2

Comparison between GloVe and Word2Vec

Recently, there are many comparative studies regarding the two methods, GloVe and
Word2Vec. Their results are summarised in Table 2.1.
Pennington et al. [2014] compared the performance of GloVe and Word2Vec on
word similarity tasks, word analogy tasks and name entity recognition tasks. Models
were trained on a 1.6 billion token corpus, a 6 billion token corpus and a large 42
billion token corpus. The hyperparameters are to be suitable for the corpora. They
claimed that GloVe outperforms Word2Vec in most of the tasks.
9
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However, Levy et al. [2015] showed that Word2Vec outperforms GloVe in many
tasks such as word similarity. They explained that in analogy tasks, Pennington
et al. [2014] only used dataset Google analogies as test set. In their work, they set
up tree senarios. In the first senario, they trained GloVe and Word2Vec with their
default hyperparameter values. In the second senario, they trained both GloVe and
Word2Vec with hyperparameter setted to the values suggested in Word2Vec. In the
last senario, they trained GloVe and Word2Vec with a wide range of combinations
for hyperparameters, and choose the best performance for each model respectively.
Based on the results, they suggested that tuning hyperparameters has larger e↵ect
than choosing model.
Schnabel et al. [2015] showed Word2Vec outperformed GloVe, especially in the
relatedness and analogy tasks. Altszyler et al. [2016] focused on Skip-Gram model
of Word2Vec. they showed it has higher accuracy when trained on infrequent words,
and presented better word vector representations with a small dimensional semantic
space. Naili et al. [2017] indecated that the performance of Word2Vec to detect
semantic word relationships decreases when the corpus size is reduced.
Levy and Goldberg [2014] showed that Skip-Gram of Word2Vec is implicitly factorizing a word-context Pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrix, which connected
neural network embeddings to matrix factorizations. Based on work of Levy and Goldberg [2014], Shi and Liu [2014] further showed that GloVe is explicitly factorizing the
word-context co-occurrence matrix, and connected GloVe to matrix factorizations.
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CHAPTER 3
Word Co-occurrence
The notations used in this thesis are listed in Table 3.1. To keep the expression
uniform, we chose to use the notations set by Pennington et al. [2014] and Levy and
GoldbergLevy and Goldberg [2014].
Almost all the word embedding models are based on word co-occurrences. With
the usage of word co-occurrences, words can be represented by their neighbors, which
will allow the word vectors to contain both syntactic and semantic information.
Words that are close to each other within a distance of c is called a co-occurrence.
When a window of size c moves one by one over the words in the text, all the words in
the window are within the distance of c to each other. Two words appearing together
in a window is then called a co-occurrence, and contributes to the co-occurrence count
of corresponding word pairs. All the co-occurrence counts can be collected to form
a co-occurrence matrix X, where the i-th row and i-th column represents a unique
word wi in the corpus, and Xi,j represents the corresponding co-occurrence count.
Obviously, X is a |V | ⇥ |V | martix, where |V | is the vocabulary size. If we ignore
the left-right distinction of any two words, then the co-occurrence matrix will be
symmetric.

11
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Notation
wi
c
T
xi
vi
vi0
bi
b0j
ŷwi
|V |
d
V 2 Rd⇥W
V 0 2 Rd⇥W
f (wi )
k
t
X
Pij
VW
VC
D
#(w, c)
#(w)
#(c)

meaning
word
window size
corpus size
one-hot vector representation of word wi
“embedding” vector representation of word wi
“context” vector representation of word wi
bias term of vi
bias term of vj0
output vector of the SG model
vocabulary size
dimension
input word matrix
output word matrix
frequency of word wi
number of negative samples
threshold in subsampling
co-occurrence matrix
probability that wj appears in the context of wi
(center) word vocabulary
context word vocabulary
collection of observed words and context pairs
number of times the center-context word pair (w, c) appears in D
number of times w occurs as a center word in all the center-context pairs
number of times c occurs as a context word in all the center-context pairs
TABLE 3.1: Notations
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3.1

Di↵erent Windows

The co-occurrence count varies from one model to another because of di↵erent windows they use. The most straightforward way of computing word co-occurrence is
the “basic window” used by the Hyperspace Analogue to Language method(HAL)
Lund and Burgess [1996] and the Correlated Occurrence Analogue to Lexical Semantic(COALS) Rohde et al. [2006].
Windows based on center-context word pairs are widely used in other models such
as Word2Vec and GloVe. In these windows, center words is introduced, and the other
words appears within the same window are treated as context words. As the window
moves across the corpus by one token, center word also moves one by one word in the
text, and the co-occurrence counts of center-context word pairs are recorded. We call
the window used in GloVe the “GloVe window”, and the window used in Skip-gram
of Word2Vec the “Word2Vec window”.
Intuitively, for two words, the closer, the more relative they are, which means closer
word co-occurrences are more important. In order to maintain this characteristic,
Word2Vec windows are shrunken in a dynamic way sothat closer word co-occurrences
have a higher probability of being counted. Coincidentally, people came up with
another idea that words co-occurrences can be weighted according to the distance
between two words, such as in GloVe. We generate a sample co-occurrence matrix
for each of these three window styles. We ignore the left-right distinction sothat all
the co-occurrence matrix are symmetric. By analysing the process of generating the
co-occurrence matrix, we will show that the basic window, Word2Vec window and
GloVe window are all based on the same characteristic that closer words have higher
co-occurrence weights, but have the di↵erent weighting schemes.

3.1.1

Basic Window

In a basc window, any two words appear together in a window will contribute 1 to the
count of the corresponding co-occurrence. For example, we use the example corpus
“genius is one percent inspiration ninety nine percent perspiration”, and window size
13
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c = 5 to generate a co-occurrence matrix unsing basic window.
Since there are 8 unique words in the corpus, we first generate a 8 ⇥ 8 matrix X with all extries equal to 0.

Then for i = 1, 2, ..., 8, we mark i-th row

and i-th column by a unique word in the sentence. Steps of computing word cooccurrences are shown in Figure 3.1.

Move a window of size 5 across the cor-

pus one by one word. Each time, every two words appear in the window is considered as 1 co-occurrence, and contributes 1 to the corresponding co-occurrence
count. For example, we put a size 5 window at the beginning of the sentence.
We have 10 word pairs in this window, which are (genius, is), (genius, one),
(genius, percent), (genius, inspiration), (is, one), (is, percent), (is, inspiration),
(one, percent), (one, inspiration) and (percent, inspiration). Ignoring the left-right
distinction of words, we add 1 to each corresponding Xi,j and Xj,i , which are Xgenius,is ,
Xis,genius , Xgenius,one , Xone,genius and so on. There are 20 elements of the co-occurrence
matrix are updated after this step. Next, move the window by one word and update
the values in the matrix similarly. Keep this process until reaching the end of the
corpus. Now the window only contains the last word “perspiration”. There is no
more word pairs, so we have no value to update, and the perocess is done. Then the
co-occurrence matrix is finished by collecting the co-occurrence counts, whith Xi,j
represents the number of times word wi and word wj appear together in a window
with window size equal to 5. The co-occurense matrix is as Figure 3.2. It is symmetric
because we ignore the left-right distinction.
It seems that the order and position of words are ignored in the above process,
but adjacent words have higher co-occurrence counts than words that are farther
apart from each other. Theoretically, with a window of size c, adjacent word pair
(wi , wi+1 ) has c co-occurrences after the window moves. Similarly, words (wi , wi+2 )
that are one word apart will have c

1 co-occurrences and so on and so forth. Word

pairs more than c positions apart like (wi , wi+k ), wherek > c do not contribute to the
corresponding co-occurrence.
Let the corpus length be T , and do not restart the sliding window for each sentence,
then there are T

c windows in total. Since T >> c, the total number of windows
14
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FIGURE 3.1: Generate the co-occurrence matrix on the example corpus using basic
window. c = 5. Each row indicates one step. In each step, the current window is
shaded in light blue.
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2

genius
6
genius 6 0
6 1
is
6
6 1
one
6
percent 6
6 1
inspiration 6
6 1
6 0
ninety
6
4 0
nine
perspiration
0

3
is one percent inspiration ninety nine perspiration
7
1 1
1
1
0
0
0
7
7
0 2
2
1
1
0
0
7
7
2 0
3
2
1
1
0
7
7
2 3
2
4
4
4
3
7
7
1 2
4
0
3
2
1
7
7
1 1
4
3
0
3
1
7
5
0 1
4
2
3
0
2
0 0
3
1
1
2
0

FIGURE 3.2: Co-occurrence Matrix After Applying Basic Window.
is approximate T . In each window,

c
2

it is symmetriclly updated, there are 2

word co-occurrences can be counted. Since
c
2

co-occurrence counts in the co-occurrence

matrix in total.

3.1.2

GloVe Window

The process of generating co-occurrence matrix using GloVe window is slightly different, with center words introduced. Move a window of size c across the corpus one
by one word. Each time read in one word wi , and call it the “target wrod”. All
the words to the right of the target word in distance c are called “context words” of
this target word. Now there are c + 1 words in a GloVe window of size c. However,
as we discussed before, there are exactly c words in a basic window. Therefore, for
consistency, we use c = 4 for GloVe window in our example. Taking the small corpus
we just mentioned as an example, and c = 4, we’ll show how the co-occurrence matrix
is generated.
For each co-occurrence, Pennington et al. [2014] add a di↵erent count inversely
proportional to the distance of these two words. Figure 3.3 shows how to compute the
co-occurrence counts and update the values of elements in the co-occurrence matrix.
We start from the beginning of the sentence, picking “genius” as the first target word.
Put a size 4 window to the right of “genius”. The adjacent word “is” is right beside it
in its context, so Xgenius,is and Xis,genius will receive a weighted count of 1. The word
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following is “one”, which means distance from ‘genius” to “one” is 2, so Xgenius,one and
Xone,genius will receive a weighted count of 12 . Then, word “percent”, which is 3 words
away from the target word, will receive a weighted count of

1
3

Xpercent,genius . Treat in the same way, give a weighted count of

for Xgenius,percent and
1
4

to Xgenius,inspiration

and Xinspiration,genius , since “inspiration” is at a distance of 4. Then, move to the next
word “is”. Set it as the new target word and update the values in the matrix. Keep
this process until reaching the end of the corpus. When the target word being set to
the last word “perspiration”, there is no more words to the right of it, so the process
is done. Figure 3.4 shows the co-occurrence matrix after applying the GloVe window.
For two words, the more closer, the higher word co-occurrences they have.
The length of the last four windows is less than 4 because there are less than
four context words on the right ahnd side of the center word. Theoretically, through
out reading the whole corpus with length T , we can collect T · 2c

c(c + 1) word

co-occurrences in total. Since T >> c, the total number of co-occurrences is approximately 2cT . However, in the implementation of the algorithm, the actual number
of co-occurrences will depend on the number of epochs, and for each target-context
pair, weight of co-occurrence decreases with distance, which we will discuss in details
next.

3.1.3

Word2Vec Window

In the implementation of Word2Vec, they used dynamic windows. Although the window size as a hyper-parameter is fixed, the actual window size is changing. Figure 3.5
shows the part of code handling the dynamic window by Mikolov et al. [2013a]. Note
that there is a di↵erence in the implementation of symmetric context. In Word2Vec,
when symmetric context applied, that is, the left-right distinction is ingored, context
words also refers to the words to the left of the target word within the window size.
In the code, c denotes the hyper-parameter window size, and i denotes the index
of the current center word. First, it generates a integer b with random value between
0 and c

1. Variable b is used to control the actual window size, as shown in Figure

3.6. Then, it uses a loop to go through the context words. The control variable a is
17
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FIGURE 3.3: Generate the co-occurrence matrix on the example corpus with c = 4
and GloVe window applied. The target word is shaded in dark blue, and the other
words in the window are shaded in light blue.
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2

3
genius is one percent inspiration ninety nine perspiration
7
genius 6
1 1/2
1/3
1/4
0
0
0
6 0
7
6 1
7
is
0
1
1/2
1/3
1/4
0
0
6
7
6
7
one
1/2
1
0
1
1/2
1/3
1/4
0
6
7
7
percent 6
1/3
1/2
1
1/2
4/3
1
4/3
1
6
7
6
7
inspiration 6 1/4
1/3 1/2
4/3
0
1
1/2
1/4
7
6 0
7
ninety
1/4
1/3
1
1
0
1
1/3
6
7
4 0
5
nine
0 1/4
4/3
1/2
1
0
1/2
perspiration
0
0
0
1
1/4
1/3
1/2
0
FIGURE 3.4: Co-occurrence Matrix After Applying GloVe Window.

FIGURE 3.5: C Code of Word2Vec Implements the Dynamic Window by Mikolov
et al. [2013a].
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FIGURE 3.6: Dynamic Window in Word2Vec: Shrunken the Window by a Random
Variable.
asigned value from b to c ⇤ 2 + 1

b, which is in length 2(c

b + 1). In the loop, an

other variable j denotes the index of the current context word. Through the loop,
j is asigned value i

c + a, which is from i

c + b to i + c

b. This actually goes

through all the words in window except the first and last b words. Thus, the actual
window size is c

b.

Word2Vec trains a neural network on word pairs found in context of each word.
The way of collecting training samples for Word2Vec is similar to that of generating
the co-occurrence matrix. The only di↵erence is that for each target-context pairs,
collect the word pairs instead of adding to the co-occurrence. Figure 3.7 shows how to
collect word pairs in our previous example corpus “genius is one percent inspiration
ninety nine percent perspiration” under the Word2Vec window.
The training samples also can be used to generate a co-occurrence matrix by
adding 1 to the corresponding element for each waor pair. The actual number of
word pairs will depend on the number of epochs. Also, for each context word, the
probability of being selected will decrease with distance, because of the use of dynamic
windows. Therefore, di↵erent from using the basic window and the GloVe window,
the co-occurrence matrix generated using the Word2Vec window is not unique.
Similar to basic window and GloVe window, through out reading the whole corpus
with length T , the total number of windows is approximately equal to T . In each
window, c co-occurrence counts are collected on average due to the probability. In
practice, the neural network models usually run more than one epoch on each win-
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FIGURE 3.7: Collect the training samples on the example corpus with c = 4 using
dynamic windows. Each row indicates one step. In each step, the target word is
shaded in dark blue, and the other words in the window are shaded in light blue.
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dow. By running Word2vec window for c times, the number of co-occurrence counts
collected will be the same as that in basic window. In this way, Word2vec window
also gives a higher count to the closer word co-occurrences. High iterations also help
word pairs with longer distances and lower probabilities be sampled.

3.2

Relationship between GloVe Window and
Word2Vec Window

The dynamic window used in Word2Vec is equivalent to a weighting scheme similar
to that of GloVe window. The actual window size is c

b, where b 2 [0, c

1] is a

random value, so the actual window size is in the range of [1, c]. Assume the target
word is wi , then the word wi+1 , which is in distance of 1 with wi , will always be
counted in the context window, the word wi+2 will be counted as a context word
when the actual window size > 2, and so on so forth. Thus, the word wi+k , which is k
words away from wi , will has a

c k
c

chance of being counted as a context word. Since

the corpus in practice is in size of megabytes or gigabytes, frequent co-occurrences
will appear multiple times throughout the whole corpus. This turns the probabilities
into a linear weighting scheme.
In this thesis, we used linear weighting scheme instead of dynamic window when
Word2Vec window is applied. Figure 3.9 shows how to give weights to co-occurrences
when di↵erent window style is applied. Their weighting schemes can be visiualized
in di↵erent functions shown in Figure 3.8.
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Word2Vec
GloVe

1

weights

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
1

1.5

2

2.5 3
distance

3.5

4

FIGURE 3.8: Weighting Schemes of Di↵erent Windows. The window size is 4.

FIGURE 3.9: Weighting Schemes of Di↵erent Windows.
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CHAPTER 4
GloVe: the Global Vector Model
GloVe model combines advantages of the local context window and global statistical information of the co-occurrence matrix. It constructs the co-occurrence matrix
of words based on the corpus first, and then learn word vectors based on the cooccurrence matrix.

4.1

Objective Function of GloVe

Given a |V | ⇥ |V | co-occurrence matrix X, GloVe is defined by the objective function:
J=

|V |
X

f (Xij )(viT vj0 + bi + b0j

log(Xij ))2 ,

(4.1)

i,j=1

where vi is the “embedding” word representation of wi , vj0 is the “contex” word
representation of wj , bi is the bias term of vi , b0j is the bias term of vj0 and the
weighting function f (x) is:

f (x) =

(

(x/xmax )↵ , if x < xmax ,
1,

(4.2)

otherwise

where xmax and ↵ are hyperparameters. The purpose of xmax is to prevent most
frequent words from dominating the objective function too much.
For better understanding, this section breaks this objective function into two
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steps. The first step introduces the intuition behind the objective function of GloVe
without f (x). Then the next step introduces the weighting function f (x) and the
implementation of the algorithm.

4.1.1

Intuition of the Objective Function

GloVe starts with the co-occurrence matrix of words. It scans the training corpus
and get the co-occurrence matrix by the method introduced in Chapter 2. First, we
need to introduce some more notations established by Pennington et al. [2014]. Let
Xi be the number of times any word appears in the context of wi , and Xij be the
P
number of times that a word wi appears in the context of wj . Then Xi = k Xik . Let
Pij = Pwi ,wj = P (wj |wi ) = Xij /Xi be the probability that wj appears in the context
of wi .
Since Xij is a count that captures how often do words wi and wj appear with each
other or close to each other, Xij can be treated as an estimate of Pij , which is denoted
by Pˆij . Intuitively, if we consider Pˆij as an underlying probability distribution, then
exp(viT vj0 ) is an approximation of it. Therefore, GloVe model begins with a least
squares objective:

J=

V
X

(Qˆij

Pˆij )2

i,j=1
V
X

(4.3)
(exp(viT vj0 )

Xij )2

i,j=1

By taking the logrithm to each term, what the objective function does is it optimizes the following:

J=

V
X

(viT vj0

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.4)

i,j=1

The intuition of this expression is to tell how related are those two words wi and
wj as measured by how often they occur with each other, which is a↵ected by Xij .
What we are going to do is to solve for parameters vi and vj0 . To do this, use gradient
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descent to minimize the sum of the di↵erence between viT vj0 and log(Xij ) over all
the word pairs whose co-occurrence are greater than zero. Now it becomes to learn
vectors vi and vj0 so that their inner product is a good predictor for how often these
two words wi and wj occur together.
Back to the begining, Xij is the estimate of Pij . To remove the bias of the
extimation, add the bais terms for vi and vj0 respectively, and the objective function
of GloVe comes out like the following:

J=

V
X

(viT vj0 + bi + b0j

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.5)

i,j=1

There is another thing about this algorithm that the roles of vi and vj0 are now
completely symmetric. By looking at Equation 4.9, we know that they play the same
role and if we swap them around we will end up with the same optimization objective.
One way to train the algorithm is to initialize V and V 0 both uniformly at random,
run gradient descent to minimize this objective, and then when the training is done,
for every word, take the average:
vif inal =

vi + vi0
2

(4.6)

Thus, for given words wi , the final word representation is equal to the embedding
that was trained through this gradient descent procedure plus context word vector
trained through this gradient descent procedure divided by two.

4.1.2

Weighting Function f (x)

In Equation 4.4, if Xij is equal to 0 then log of 0 is undefined. To handle the negative
infinity of log(Xij ) when Xij = 0, add an extra weighting term to the expression:

minimize

V
X

Xij (viT vj0

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.7)

i,j=1

The weighting term will be equal to 0 if Xij is equal to 0. Using the convension
that 0log0 is equal to 0, the term Xij (viT vj0
26
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Xij = 0 and the log term is not relevant. This means the sum is over the pairs of
words that have co-occurred at least once in that context-target relationship.
Another problem is that when the word frequency going high, the weight should
not be over increased. For example, some words appear very often in the English
language such as “this”, “is”, “of”, “a” and so on, which are called stop words. Also,
there are some infrequent words which one actually still want to take a count but not
as frequently as the more common words. Therefore, the weighting factor can be a
function that provides a meaningful amount of computation to the words with low
frequency and gives more weight but not overweight to words with high frequency.
In the GloVe paper, they gave the function f (x) as following:

f (x) =

(

(x/xmax )↵ , if x < xmax
1,

(4.8)

otherwise

where xmax is a hyperparameter, normally selected from values 5, 10, 50, 100 Pennington et al. [2014], Levy et al. [2015], Jameel and Schockaert [2016]. This function
satisfies both these properties: On the one hand, f (0) = 0 when Xij = 0; On the
other hand, it is non-decreasing and neither gives frequent words too much weight
nor gives the infrequent words too little weight. They found this weighting function
worked well in the experiments, and that ↵ = 3/4 worked best in practice.
After adding the bais terms, finally comes out the objective function of GloVe:

minimize J =

V
X

f (Xij )(viT vj0 + bi + b0j

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.9)

i,j=1

4.1.3

Derivation of the Objective Function

The GloVe model can be derivated from the motivation that the ratio of the cooccurrence probability of words can better distinguish words than the cooccurrence
probability of words.
A better way to express the characteristic of a word is to use the ratio of the
co-occurrence probability. Table 4.1 is an example from Pennington et al. [2014].
Suppose we have wi and wj equal to “ice” and “steam” respectively.
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Probability and Ratio
P (k|ice)
P (k|steam)
P (k|ice)/P (k|steam)

k=solid
1.9 ⇥ 10
2.2 ⇥ 10
8.9

4
5

k=gas
6.6 ⇥ 10
7.8 ⇥ 10
8.5 ⇥ 10

5
4
2

k=water
3.0 ⇥ 10
2.2 ⇥ 10
1.36

3
3

k=fashion
1.7 ⇥ 10 5
1.8 ⇥ 10 5
0.96

TABLE 4.1: Model Summarize
related to “ice” and unrelated to “steam”, such as “solid”, we can expect that
Pice,solid /Psteam,solid is large.

Similarly, for wk unrelated to “ice” but related to

“steam”, such as “gas”, we can expect that Pice,gas /Psteam,gas is small. On the contrary, for wk like “water” that are simultaneously related to both “ice” and “steam”,
and words like “fashion” that are not related to “ice” or “staem”, we can expect that
Pice,water /Psteam,water and Pice,f ashion /Psteam,f ashion should be near 1.
Assuming that we have got the word vectors, if we can get the same rule by calculating the word vector through some function, then our word vector has a good
consistency with the co-occurrence matrix, which means that our word vector contains the same information that also contained in the co-occurrence matrix. Let the
function of calculating ratioi,j,k by vectors vi , vj , vk0 to be F (vi , vj , vk0 ), where vk0 2 Rd
is context word vector distinct from word vector vk . Then, the probability of wk
appearing in the context of wi is:
F (vi , vj , vk0 ) =

Pik
.
Pjk

(4.10)

That is, F (vi , vj , vk0 ) should approach Pik /Pjk . It is easy to think of the di↵erence
between the two as the objective function:
N
X
Pik
J=
(
Pjk
i,j,k

F (vi , vj , vk0 ))2 .

(4.11)

To choose an appropriate F (vi , vj , vk0 ), first, considering the similarity of two vectors in linear space, vector di↵erence (vi

vj ) is added explicitly to the function to

encode the information. Second, since Pik /Pjk is a scalar, F (vi , vj , vk0 ) should be too.
By Pennington et al. [2014], dot product of the arguments is taken to avoid F from
mixing the vector dimensions in undesirable ways. The steps of deriving the formula
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is as following:
Pik
Pjk
Pik
vj , vk0 ) =
Pjk
Pik
vj )T vk0 ) =
.
Pjk

F (vi , vj , vk0 ) =
)F (vi
)F ((vi

(4.12)

The relationship between center word and context is symmetric. That means, if
we consider wk as the center word and wi , wj as its context words, then the evaluation
result will have no di↵erence with the previous one. Thus, we are free to exchange
v and v 0 , as well as X and X T . Current equation 4.12 do not satisfy this point, and
GloVe has come up with ways to make the formulas meet the expectations.
First, require F to be homomorphism between the groups (R, +) and (R>0 , ⇥):
F ((vi

)

vj )T vk0 ) =

8
>
< F = exp

F (viT vk0 )
F (vjT vk0 )

F (viT vk0 )
Pik
>
=
: F ((vi vj )T vk0 ) =
T 0
Pjk
F (vj vk )
8
>
< F = exp
)
Xik
>
: F (viT vk0 ) = Pik =
Xi
Xik
)exp(viT vk0 ) =
Xi
)viT vk0 = log(Xik )

(4.13)

log(Xi ).

Next, move log(Xi ) to the left of the equation. It is the number of occurrences of
word wi , which is a constant independent of wk . Therefore, it can be absorbed into
the bias bi of vi . In order to maintain the symmetry of the formula, we add the bias
b0k of vk0 , and the formula becomes:
viT vk0 + bi + b0k = log(Xik ).

(4.14)

This equation is derived from equation 4.10. Now it has a beautiful symmetric
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form. The left of the formula is operation of word vector, and the right of the formula
is a constant of co-occurrence. Then, we can get the object function as a typical
square loss:

J=

V
X

(viT vj0 + bi + b0j

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.15)

i,j=1

At this time, there is still a problem: the co-occurrence matrix is sparse that most
of the co-occurrence is 0. Based on the principle that the weights of pairs of words
with higher frequency should be larger, GloVe gave a weighted least square regression:

J=

V
X

f (Xij )(viT vj0 + bi + b0j

log(Xij ))2 .

(4.16)

i,j=1

The weighting function is:

f (x) =

(

(x/xmax )↵ , if x < xmax
1,

(4.17)

otherwise

When the co-occurrence exceeds the threshold, the loss weight remains unchanged
at 1.0. There are two new hyperparameters: xmax and ↵. They gave reference values
of ↵ = 0.75. Note that in Skip-Gram, there is a similar fractional power scaling
valued 0.75 was found to give the best performance.

4.2

Algorithm of GloVe

In general, Gradient Descent(GD) algorithms are often used to calculate and update
weights and o↵sets, but GloVe uses Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD). Instead of
computing all the losses in each iteration, it only computes the loss value of corresponding vi . Besides, GloVe uses Adagrad, computing individual learning rates for
di↵erent parameters. Gradient of vi , and vj can be computed as follows (Multiplying
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the objective function by 1/2 is to make the computation and result more clear):
@ 1 Xij (viT ṽj + bi + b̃j
@J
= 2
@vi
@vi
= ṽj ·

Xij (viT ṽj

+ bi + b̃j

log(Xij ))2
(4.18)
log(Xij )).

The algorithm of the GloVe tool given with the paperPennington et al. [2014]
includes four parts:
Part 1. Given a vocabulary, a corpus, a window size c and a minimum cooccurrence count, the algorithm takes a sliding window of size c and passes it through
the entire corpus, counting the co-occurrences of every word with every other word.
The result is the sparse matrix Xij .
Part 2. Initialization of the model parameters. Those are the word vector matrix
V of size d ⇥ W , where W denotes the size of the vocabulary and d denotes the
specified vector dimensions; and a vector of bias for each term. Each term is initiated
randomly in the range of ( 0.5, 0.5).
Part 3. The co-occurrences are shu✏ed and the algorithm calculates the cost
function associated with the initial phase of the algorithm.
Part 4. Train the GloVe model.
The fourth Part is shown in details by Pseudocode 1. For each iteration, gradients
of the cost function are derived with respect to the parameters, and the parameters
are updated accordingly to the learning rate. We can see how it implements the main
steps in training. Step 4 is calculating the cost, used for computing gradients. Step
5-8 is doing Adagradient updates for word vectors, and step 9-12 is updating bias
terms. Figure ?? shows a portion of the source code.
GloVe is trained on word-context co-occurrence triples. The parameters to be
trained in GloVe are basically the same as those in Word2Vec. They are both a set of
word vector parameters and a set of context vector parameters. The only di↵erence
is that there is one more vector dimension in GloVe, which is for the bais. GloVe
can hold not only the word vector but also the context vector, as well as the bias for
each word. GloVe uses Adagrad for gradient descent, and also stores the cumulative
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Algorithm 1 GloVe Model
1: for Xij 2 X do
2:
dif f = viT vj0 + bi + b0j log(Xij )
3:
e=0
4:
if log(Xij < xmax ) then
5:
f dif f = dif f ⇤ (Xij /xmax )↵
6:
else
7:
f dif f = dif f
8:
end if
9:
costij = 0.5 ⇤ f dif f ⇤ dif f
10:
f dif f ⇤ = eta
11:
temp1 = f dif f ⇤ vj0
12:
temp2 = f dif fp⇤ vi
13:
vi = temp1/ qgradsq(vi )
14:

vj0

15:
16:

gradsq(vi )+ = temp1 ⇤ temp1
gradsq(vj0 )+ = temp2 ⇤ temp2
p
bi = f dif f / qgradsq(bi )

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

= temp2/

gradsq(vj0 )

b0j = f dif f / gradsq(b0j )
f dif f ⇤ = f dif f
gradsq(bi )+ = f dif f
gradsq(b0j )+ = f dif f
end for
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FIGURE 4.1: Part of the source code training GloVe model.
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gradient values for each parameter.
The training of glove and the word2vec code are actually highly similar. Word2vec
updates the word vector and context vector for each word pair, while GloVe updates
the word vector and context vector according to each word-context co-occurrence
triple.
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CHAPTER 5
Word2Vec: the Skip-Gram
Model(SG)
Mikolov et al. proposed Word2Vec model, which contains Continuous Bag-of-Words
(CBOW) and Skip-gram (SG) models in 2013Mikolov et al. [2013a]. CBOW predicts
a center word from the context words in terms of word vectors, while SG predicts
the context from a center word. In this chapter, we only discuss SG of Word2Vec,
since SG outperforms CBOW in numerous tasks, such as Semantic-Syntactic Word
relationship and MSR Word Relatedness Mikolov et al. [2013b].

5.1

Objective Function

Word2Vec trains a neural network on word pairs found in context of each word. After
collecting training samples, the intuition of SG model in Word2Vec is to predict the
context words in a window of size c of each center word. For a corpus in the form of
a sequence of training words w1 , w2 , w3 , ..., wT , the objective function of SG model is
defined as maximizing the average log probability Mikolov et al. [2013a]:
T
1X
J=
T t=1

X

cjc,j6=0
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where p(wO |wI ) is the probability of seeing word wO in the context of word wI . Note
that for an arbitrary vector v. p(wO |wI ) is defined using the softmax function:
0

exp(vwTO vwI )

p(wO |wI ) = PW

w=1

exp(vw0 TO vwI )

,

(5.2)

where W is vocabulary size of the corpus. Note that for an arbitrary vector v with
dimension |v|, the softmax function sof tmax(v) transforms it into a probability distribution by transforming its i-th component:
exp(x(i) )
sof tmax(x)(i) = P|v|
, f or i = 1, ..., |v|.
(i)
i=1 exp(x )

(5.3)

In Equation 5.2, each word wi has two vector representations, one is vwi , the
“input” vector representation, and the other one is vw0 i , the “output” vector representation. vwi is the vector representation for the center word, and it is called the “input”
vector representation because it projects the input layer to the hidden layer in the
neural network. Also, it is the word embedding which we are looking for. To distinguish from the input of the model, we call vwi “embedding” vector representation.
On the other hand, vw0 i is called the “output” vector representation because it works
as the projection from the hidden layer to the output layer. Similarly, it is the vector
representation for the context word. So we call it “context” vector representation
instead.

5.2

Model Details

The SG model is a three layer neural network model. The architecture of SG model
is as Figure ??. The input layer of SG model is the one-hot representation of a
center word wi , which is an |V | dimensional vector used to distinguish each word
in a vocabulary from every other word in the vocabulary. The vector consists of 0s
in all cells with the exception of a single 1 in a cell used uniquely to identify the
word. The output layer is a probability distribution containing, for every word in
the vocabulary, the probability of showing up in the context of wi . For example, in
36
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FIGURE 5.1: Architecture of Skip-Gram Model.
Figure 1, the one-hot vector of center word “genius” is the input, and the output
probabilities are going to be how likely it is to find each word nearby “genius”.
SG neural network model has W neurons in the input layer. Only the neuron
corresponding to the center word is set to 1. The number of neurons in the hidden
layer is equal to the vector dimension we set for the final vector representation. We
can specify the number of neurons in the hidden layer. There is no activation function
on the hidden layer neurons, while the output neurons use softmax.
Algorithm 2 shows how the SG model works on a training sample (wi , wj ). d
is an arbitrary size which defines the dimension of the embedding space. The one
hot vector for the center word wi is represented with a vector xwi 2 Rd . The model

contains two matrices, V 2 Rd⇥W and V 0 2 RW ⇥d , where the i-th column of V is the

d-dimensional “embedding” vector representation for wi and the i-th row of V 0 is the
d-dimensional “context” vector representation for word wi .
For example, if the training sample is (genius, inspiration), the SG model will
process as following: First, generate the one-hot vector xgenius for the center word
“genius”; Second, get the “embedding” vector representation of “genius”: vgenius =
V xgenius ; Third, calculate prediction by calculating z = V 0 vgenius ; Then, use softmax
to turn the prediction into probabilities x̂ = sof tmax(z). Now the j-th element of
0

T
x̂, denoted by x̂j , is actually calculated by vinspiration
· vgenius . It is the probability of
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Algorithm 2 Train SG Model on a Single Training Sample
1: Generate the one hot vector xwi
2: vwi = V xwi
3: z = V 0 vwi
4: x̂ = sof tmax(z)
5: Generate the one hot vector xwj
6: e = xwj
x̂
7: Update V and V 0 using e
observing “inspiration” in the context of “genius”. Since we desire our probability
vector generated to match the true probability, we need x̂j to approach 1, while the
other elements to approach 0. This means x̂ is desired to approach the one-hot vector
of “inspiration”, which is xinspiration . The error between x̂ and xinspiration can be used
to update the weights in the neural network.

5.2.1

Subsampling

For common words such as “is”, since it appears frequently in the corpus, then it also
appears in the context of most word. That is, the word pair (“inspiration”, “is”) does
not contain much about the meaning of “inspiration”. Also, we will have many more
samples of (“is”, ...) than we need to learn the word vector for “is”.
To solve these two problems, Mikolov et al. introduced subsampling approach in
their paper. For each word encountered in the training text, there is a chance that it
will be e↵ectively discarded from the text. For example, if we have a window size of 4,
and we remove a specific instance of “is” from the text, as we train on the remaining
words, “is” will not appear in any of their context windows. Also, we will have 4
fewer training samples where “is” is the input word.
Let f (wi ) to be the frequency of word wi and t to be a chosen threshold, which
controls how often subsampling occurs. Smaller values of t mean words are less likely
to be kept. Then, the probability of the word being discarded is related to f (wi ) and
t. In the paper, they defined the equation for calculating a probability with which to
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discard a given word in the vocabulary as Equation 5.4:
s

P (wi ) = 1

t
,
f (wi )

(5.4)

while in the Word2Vec source code in C, they implement P (wi ) in a di↵erent way as
Equation 5.5:
P (wi ) = 1
=1

r

(
s

f (wi )
t
+ 1) ·
,
t
f (wi )

t
f (wi )

t
,
f (wi )

(5.5)

with the default value of t to be 0.001. After simplification, it is shown that the
di↵erence between Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.5 is t/f (wi ), which is a very small
number. Then, in Equation 5.5, P (wi ) = 0.0 when f (wi ) 6 0.0026. This means that
only words which represent more than 0.26% of the total words will have chance to
be subsampled, and words represent less than 0.26% of the total words will be kept
for sure. If f (wi ) = 1.0, which means the corpus consists entirely of word wi , then
P (wi ) = 0.033. This is an extreme that will not happen in real corpus.
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 shows the probability of a word wi to be discarded in
di↵erent domain of f (wi ) respectively. The figures show a small range of values on
the x-axis, since each single word should not be a large percentage of the real corpus.

5.3
5.3.1

Skip-Gram Model based on Negtive Sampling
Negative Sampling

The biggest problem of the SG model is that the computation from the hidden layer
to the output layer includes softmax of every words in the vocabulary, which has
time complexity O(V T ). According to Algorithm 2 step 4 and Equation 5.3, when
applying the softmax normalization, we need to sum up the exponential values of
all W predictions. The time complexity is O(W ), which would lead to O(V T ) since
the process will be applied to the whole corpus. This may cause a huge amount
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FIGURE 5.2: Probability of wi to be discarded. Use the default t value of 0.001
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FIGURE 5.3: Probability of wi to be discarded. Use the default t value of 0.001
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of computation because the vocabulary size and corpus size can be in millions in
practice.
To overcome this disadvantage, they approved another strategy called Negative
Sampling (NEG), which is simplified from Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) Gutmann and Hyvärinen [2012]. The objective function of Skip-Gram Model based on
Negtive Sampling (SGNS) is as Equation 5.6:
0T

J = log (vwO vwI ) +

k
X
i=1

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )],

where new variable k is the number of negative samples and

(x) =

1
1+e

x

.

(5.6)

is the sigmoid function:

(5.7)

With NEG, having a training sample the SG model only updates a small percentage of the weights according to k, rather than all of them.
Recall the previous example, we have the training sample (genius, inspiration).
In this training sample, since the relation between “genius” and “inspiration” does
exist, it is a positive sample. Now we assume k = 2 in our example. With NS
applied, we randomly select 2 words di↵erent from “inspiration”, say “shark” and
“watermalon”. Then pairing “shark” and “watermalon” with “genius” respectively
will constitute 2 negative samples which do not really exist. So the negative samples
in our example are (genius, shark) and (genius, watermalon). The SGNS model will
process as following: First, generate the one-hot vector xgenius ; Second, get the embedding vector representation of “genius”: vgenius = V xgenius ; Third, look up context
vector representations of “inspiration”, “shark” and “watermalon”; Then, compute
0

0

0

T
T
T
vinspiration
· vgenius , vshark
· vgenius , vwatermalon
· vgenius to get the predictions; Then, use

sigmoid to turn the predictions into probabilities. When training the neural network on (genius, inspiration), the output neuron corresponding to “inspiration” is
supposed to output a 1, which is called a target value for “inspiration”. And the
output neurons corresponding to “shark” and “watermalon” are supposed to output
a 0. The error between target values and the probabilities we get can be used to
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FIGURE 5.4: Binary logistic regression after NS applied.
update the weights in the neural network. Note that in the output layer, instead of
updating all the values over W , SGNS model only updates the context vector representations of these negative words “shark” and “watermalon” as well as the positive
word “inspiration”. In the hidden layer, the model updates the embedding vector
representation vgenius . In SG, the neural network is to predict the optimal context
word by taking the center word, but with NS applied, the neural network is changed
to take word pairs and predict if they are neighbours. Therefore, with the idea of
relating optimization with logistic regression by Gutmann and Hyvärinen [2012], we
carry out binary logistic regression to update the weights in the neural network as
Figure 5.4. This will make the model simpler and reduce the time complexity.

5.3.2

Selecting Negative Samples

The negative samples are selected based on the distribution of the unigrams in the
corpus. A word is selected with a probability proportional to the occurrence probability in the corpus. The occurrence probability is estimated using MLE estimator,
that is, the frequency count divided by the corpus size. For example, if the word
“genius” occurs 1,000 times in a 1 billion word corpus, then the probability to select
“genius” as a negative sample would be U (wi ) = 10 6 . This occurrence probability
favors frequent words — words wih higher frequency are more likely to be selected
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FIGURE 5.5: Architecture of Skip-Gram Model.
as negative samples. In order to prevent the imbalance between common words and
rare words, the distribution needs to be smoothed. Raising the unigram distribution
U (w) to the power of ↵ is an e↵ective way to decrease the probability of sampling
frequent words, and increase the probability of sampling rare words. Mikolov et al.
[2013a] stated that they tried a number of variations on this noise distribution, and
the one which performed best was when ↵ = 3/4, which means raising the unigram
distribution to the 3/4rd power. So the actual sampling probability is:

Pn (wi ) = (

U (wi ) 3/4
) .
T

(5.8)

Part of the C code in the original paper by Mikolov et al. [2013a] is shown in
Figure 5.5. It implements this selection of negative samples using a unigram table.
The implement is in the following way:
First, generate a unigram table, which is of size 108 in the code. To ensure each
word occupy at least one position in the unigram table, the table size should be larger
than the vocabulary size;
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Next, fill this table with the index of each word in the vocabulary. The number
of times a word wi appears in the table is given by Pn (wi ) ⇤ table size, so that the
higher frequency a word has, the more table positions it occupies. Now the unigram
table reflects the frequency distribution of a word;
Then, to select a negative sample, generate a random index between 0 and
100M(size of the unigram table), and refer to the word at that index in the unigram table. Since the occupation of the words is proportional to Pn (wi ) in the table,
they are selected with a probability proportional to Pn (wi ).

5.3.3

Gradient Computation

The objective function of SGNS is to maximize probability that positive word appears around the center word, and minimize probability that random negative words
appear in the context. In general, in machine learning and deep learning, Gradient
Descent(GD) algorithms are often used to calculate and update weights and o↵sets.
In the case of a large amount of data, although the Batch Gradient Descent can converge to the global optimum, each iteration needs to use all the data in the data set
and the speed will be very slow. In SGNS, the data is extremely large, so Mikolov
et al. [2013a] use Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD). To calculate the gradients, they
first clarify notation to form logistic regression:
0T

L = log (vwO vwI ) +

k
X
i=1

=

k
X

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )]
(5.9)

0T

(xi log (vwi vwI ) + (1

0T

xi )log ( vwi vwI )),

i=0

where w0 is set to be wI and xi is expected to satisfy:
8
< 1,
i=0
xi =
: 0, i = 1, 2, ...k.

(5.10)

Now update the gradient via Stochastic Gradient Descent. Instead of adding
all the likelihood of samples to obtain the real maximum likelihood, we use only
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one sample to update the gradient at a time. This option reduces the complexity of
0

computing gradient. Now we need to compute the gradient of vwI and vwTi , i = 0, 1, ...k.
Note that the sigmoid function has the following principles:

( x) = 1

(5.11)

(x)

@ (x)
= (x)(1
@x

(x))

(5.12)

= (x) ( x)
@log (x)
1 @ (x)
=
@x
(x) @x
1
=
(x)(1
(x)
=1

(5.13)

(x))

(x)

Gradient of vwI can be computed as follows:
@L
@
0
=
(xi log (vwTi vwI ) + (1
@vwI
@vwI
= xi (1

0

(vwTi vwI ))vw0 i

(1

0

xi )log ( vwTi vwI ))
0

xi ) (vwTi vwI )vw0 i

(5.14)

0

(vwTi vwI ))vw0 i .

= (xi
0

Similarly, gradient of vwTi can be computed as follows:
@L
@
0T
0T =
0 T (xi log (vwi vwI ) + (1
@vwi
@vwi

5.3.4

0

= xi (1

(vwTi vwI ))vwI

= (xi

(vwTi vwI ))vwI .

(1

0

xi )log ( vwTi vwI ))
0

xi ) (vwTi vwI )vwI

(5.15)

0

Algorithm of SGNS

Algorithm 3 is Pseudocode using Stochastic Gradient Ascent to update the value of
“input” vector vwI for the center word wI and of “output” vectors for the context
word and negative samples on an example window. Now there are 2c words around
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wI in total. k is the number of negative samples. All the other variables and model
parameters are defined the same as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3 Train SGNS Model on a Single Training Sample
1: Randomly generate k words wp , p = 1, 2, ...k di↵er from wj
2: Generate the one hot vector xwi
3: vwi = V xwi
0
4: Look up V 0 for vw
and vw0 j
p
0
5: x̂ = (vwTj · vwi )
6: e = 1 x̂
0
7: Update vw
using e
j
8: for p = 1 to k do
0
9:
xˆp = (vwTp · vwi )
10:
e = 0 xˆp
11:
Update vw0 p using e
12: end for
13: Update vwi
In the source code, neule corresponds to e, syn0 corresponds to vwj , syn1neg
corresponds to vw0 j , layer1s ize corresponds to d, window corresponds to c, negative
corresponds to k in our SGNS algorithm.
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CHAPTER 6
Relationship between Objective
Functions
In our review, GloVe model turns out to work well with a simplier equation comparing to Word2Vec. In this chapter, we will discuss in details how could it be that
minimizing a square cost function allows one to learn meaningful word embeddings.
We will explain how is GloVe building on the neural network language model and
simplify the earlier algorithms. Also, we will show how GloVe and Word2Vec are
related to each other by make trasition to matrix factorization.

6.1

SGNS as Implicit Matrix Factorization

Levy and Goldberg [2014] showed that SGNS is implicitly factorizing a word-context
matrix. The entries of the matrix are the PMI of the respective word and context
pairs, shifted by a global constant.
Continue to use the notations set by Levy and Goldberg [2014], we assume a
corpus of words w 2 VW and their contexts c 2 VC , where VW and VC are the word
and context vocabularies. Besides, we denote the collection of observed words and
context pairs as D. We use #(w, c) to denote the number of times the pair (w, c)
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appears in D. This set of notations are unified for both algorithms. Now we have
X

#(w) =

#(w, c0 )

c0 2VC

X

#(c) =

(6.1)
0

#(w , c),

w0 2VW

where #(w) refers to the number of times w occurs as a center word in all the wordcontext pairs, and #(c) refers to the number of times c occurs as a context word in
all the word-context pairs. Now we have:
X

|D| =

#(c0 )

c0 2VC

X

=

(6.2)
#(w0 ).

w0 2VW

Is is shown that SGNS implicitly factorizes a word-context matrix, whose cells are
the shifted point-wise mutual information (PMI).
Consider a word-context pair (wI , wO ). SGNS’s objective is shown as Equation
5.6. Then the global objective sums over all the observed (wI , wO ) pairs in the corpus:

L=

X

X

0T

#(wI , wO )(log (vwO vwI ) +

wI 2VW wO 2VC

k
X
i=1

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )]).

(6.3)

We can explicitly express the expectation term as following:

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )] =

X #(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI )
kDk
w 2V
i

=

X

wi 2{wO }

=

C

#(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI ) +
|D|

#(wO )
0
log ( vwTO vwI ) +
|D|

X

wi 2VC \{wI }

X

wi 2VC \{wO }

#(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI )
|D|

(6.4)

#(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI )
|D|

Consider the above global objective function, for sufficiently large dimension of d,
0

we can assume each vwTO vwI to be di↵erent values. Under these conditions, we can
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0

treat the objective L as a function of independent vwTO vwI terms, and find the values
of these terms that maximize L.
First, using Equation 6.1 we can write Equation 6.3 into:
X

L=

X

0

#(wI , wO )(log (vwTO vwI ))

wI 2VW wO 2VC

+

X

X

#(wI , wO )(

wI 2VW wO 2VC

X

=

X

+

i=1

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )])
(6.5)

0

#(wI , wO )(log (vwTO vwI ))

wI 2VW wO 2VC

X

k
X

#(wI )(

wI 2VW

k
X
i=1

0

Ewi ⇠Pn (w) [log ( vwTi vwI )]).

Next, combining Equation 6.4, we can further write the objective into:

L=

X

X

0

#(wI , wO )(log (vwTO vwI ))

wI 2VW wO 2VC

k
X
X
#(wO )
#(wi )
0
0
log ( vwTO vwI ) +
log ( vwTi vwI )]
+
#(wI )
[
|D|
|D|
i=1
wI 2VW
wi 2VC \{wO }
X X
0
=
#(wI , wO )(log (vwTO vwI ))

X

wI 2VW wO 2VC

+

X

wI 2VW

+

X

k
X
#(wO )
0
#(wI )
[
log ( vwTO vwI )]
|D|
i=1

#(wI )

wI 2VW

=

X

X

k
X

i=1 wi 2VC \{wO }

X

wI 2VW

0

+

#(wI )[k ·

k
X
X

#(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI ))
|D|

#(wI , wO )log (vwTO vwI )

wI 2VW wO 2VC

+

X

#(wO )
0
log ( vwTO vwI )]
|D|

X

i=1 wI 2VW wi 2VC \{wO }

#(wI )

#(wi )
0
log ( vwTi vwI ).
|D|

(6.6)

If considering the specific word-context pair (wI , wO ), then the third term in the
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above equation becomes zero. We can derive the local objective function for (wI , wO ):
0

L(wI , wO ) =#(wI , wO )log (vwTO vwI )
+ k · #(wI )

(6.7)

#(wO )
0
log ( vwTO vwI ).
|D|
0

To optimize the objective, we find its partial derivative with respect to x := vwTO vwI
and compare it to zero:
@L
=#(wI , wO ) ( x)
@x

k · #(wI )

#(wO )
(x)
|D|

(6.8)

=0.
Finally, by solving this equation, we can find that SGNS is actually factorizing
the matrix M :
0

Mij =Vi · Vj0 = vwTO vwI
=log #(wI , wO )
=log(

#(wI , wO ) · |D|
)
#(wI ) · #(wO )

=P M I(wI , wO )

6.2

log #(wI )

log #(wO ) + log |D|

log k
(6.9)

log k

log k.

GloVe as Explicit Matrix Factorization

Unlike SGNS, GloVe explicitly factorizes the word-context co-occurrence matrix. Shi
and Liu [2014] explained the similarities between the training objectives of GloVe and
Word2Vec, in the form of matrix factorizing. They showed that using the same way
to specialize the form of GloVe, its objective function will be similar to that of SGNS.
To compare with SGNS, first rewrite Equation 4.16, the objective function of GloVe,
in the following way:

L=

X

X

0

f (#(wI , wO ))(vwTO vwI + bi + b0j

wI 2VW wO 2VC
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and the local objective for word-context pair (wI , wO ) can be revealed as:
0

L(wI , wO ) =f (#(wI , wO ))(vwTO vwI + bi + b0j

log #(wI , wO ))2 .

(6.11)

Obviously, the objective function is minimized by optimizing
0

Mij =Vi · Vj0 = vwTO vwI
=log #(wI , wO )

6.3

bi

(6.12)

b0j .

Conections Between the Two Objectives

Equation 6.9 and Equation 6.12 have the similar forms.

The logarithm terms

log #(wI ) and log #(wO ) in Equation 6.12 can be absorbed into bi and b0j respectively,
where bias terms bi and b0j are only relevant to the words and contexts respectively.
Also, term log |D|

log k can be viewed as a global bias term since it is independent

of i and j. Thus, log |D|

log k can be divided into two bias terms referring to the

word and context respectively.
Moreover, the bias terms in the objective function of GloVe are determined by
matrix factorization algorithms. They have a chance to converge to the same values
in the objective function of SGNS. Therefore, the SGNS model has the same optimal
solution as the GloVe model.
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CHAPTER 7
Experiments
Our experiments are focused on three parts. The first part is to show the impact
of selections of hyper-parameters on the performance of both GloVe and Word2Vec
algorithms. As we already dicsussed the e↵ect of xmax value, the remaining hyperparameters to tune in this chapter includes window size c, and vector size, which is
also the dimension d. In the second part, we are going to find out which one between
GloVe and Word2Vec is more efficient on the selected small corpuses through detailed
comparison. Then, we changed the weighting scheme applied in GloVe to that of
Word2Vec window. We trained our new method on the same corpuses with the tuned
hyper-parameters, and evaluated on the same tasks. Also, we trained GloVe and
Word2Vec in the same way to compare with our method.

7.1
7.1.1

Experimental Setup
Corpora

In our experiments, all the models are trained on four corpora, text8 made by Mahoney [2011], wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g made by Li [2019]. Table 7.1 shows
the statistics of these four corpora.
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Text8
Wiki100m
Wiki500m
Wiki1g

#Tokens(⇥106 )
12.2
12.8
63.8
128.1

V ocabularySize(⇥104 )
Reference
25.4 Mahoney [2011]
47.5
Li [2019]
130.5
Li [2019]
202.7
Li [2019]

TABLE 7.1: Corpus Statistics(all the stop words are removed)
text8
Text8 is a widely used corpus in research of word emmbeding, such as Pennington
et al. [2014], Mikolov et al. [2013a], Altszyler et al. [2016], Bruni et al. [2014], Levy
et al. [2015], Naili et al. [2017], Schnabel et al. [2015], Li [2019]. We also used it in our
experiments for some quicker testing, and to establish the predictive value of these
quick tests on other larger datasets.
Text8 is in size of 100 MB. It is produced by another corpus called enwik9, which
is the first 109 bytes of the English Wikipedia dump on March 3rd, 2006. Enwik9
is a clean version of the Wikipedia dump. It has html tags removed, tables and
links to foreign language versions removed, citations, footnotes, and markup removed,
numbers spelled out, symbols converted to spaces, all lower-cased. The clean version
has the text amount reduced to about 70%. Text8 is produced by Extracting the first
100 MB of the clean text enwik9. It retains only text that normally would be visible
when displayed on a Wikipedia web page. These text can be read by a human and
then can be close to natual language. In reality, there are no line breaks, and the
whole file is in one line.
wiki100m, wiki500m, wiki1g
English Wikipedia dumps is another popular choice among reserches, such as Pennington et al. [2014], Mikolov et al. [2013a], Levy et al. [2015]. Using a 2.4 GHz
Dual-Core Intel machine, training GloVe with a size 10 context window, a 1 billion
token corpus and 10 iterations takes more than 10 hours, while training SGNS takes
longer. To learn the impact of hyperparameters, we will train both models on 5 window sizes, 4 dimensions, and for GloVe, we will tune xmax for 5 values. We are going
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to get 120 combinations in total. After that, we will compare di↵erent methods on
more datasets. Unless otherwise stated, we will repeat 10 times for each experiment,
which means we need to train thousands of times in total. Considering the high time
consuming, we decided to use some smaller copora.
Li [2019] used a sequence of corpora generated from a English Wikipedia dump in
July 2017. The size of the original Wikipedia dump is more than 50 GB. To generate
the corpus used in their experiments, they used the plain text only, which is about 11
GB. Then they truncated the plain text and produced three smaller datasets of 100
MB, 500 MB and 1 GB respectively. We rename them by “wiki100m”, “wiki500m”
and “wiki1g”, distinguished by size.
Plain text is di↵erent from the clean text of text8. Li [2019] removed all the
Hypertext links instead of converting them to ordinary text. Another di↵erence
is that they removed all the stop words defined in Lucene in order to improve the
efficiency of their experiment. Therefore, the remaining text amount is approximately
22% of the original size, which has a significant reduction. As we discussed in previous
chapters, GloVe and Word2Vec both have a strategy to adjust the weight when the
word frequency goes too high for commom words. In GloVe, Function 4.8 will give a
reasonable weight to words with frequency higher than xmax , and in Word2Vec, words
with high frequency will have higher probability to be discarded during subsampling.
However, removing stop words would further improve the efficiency. Since the most
common words are totally removed, some words will get closer to each other, so that
we can get more meanful co-occurrences and training pairs.
The truncate process is also di↵erent. Text8 is the first 100 MB of the clean text,
while wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g are generated by randomly selecting paragraphs
from the plain text. This may be the reason of vocabulary size boost from text8 to
wiki100m. Text8 has 12.2 ⇥ 106 words in total and the vocabulary size is 25.4 ⇥ 104 .

Wiki100m has 12.8⇥106 words in total and the vocabulary size is 47.5⇥104 . Although
these two corpora have very close number of total words, wiki100m has almost twice
the vocabulary of text8.
Our purpose is to learn the performance of GloVe and Word2Vec on small cor54
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Data set
Google
Google Semantic
Google Syntactic
MSR

#Lines Question Type
19,544 semantic&syntactic
8869
semantic
10675
syntatic
8,000
syntactic

reference
Mikolov et
Mikolov et
Mikolov et
Mikolov et

al.
al.
al.
al.

[2013a]
[2013a]
[2013a]
[2013c]

TABLE 7.2: Analogy Tasks Statistics.
Data set
WS353
WS353-relatedness
WS353-similarity
MEN
MTurk
RW
RG
MC

#Lines
252
252
203
3,000
287
2,034
65
30

Range
[0,10]
[0,10]
[0,10]
[0,50]
[1,5]
[1,10]
[0,4]
[0,4]

Reference
Finkelstein et al. [2001]
Finkelstein et al. [2001]
Finkelstein et al. [2001]
Bruni et al. [2014]
Radinsky et al. [2011]
Luong et al. [2013]
Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965]
Miller and Charles [1991]

TABLE 7.3: Similarity Tasks Statistics.
pora, and these corpora discussed above are relatively small compared to the original
Wikipedia dumps and other widely used corpora. We used text8, wiki100m, wiki500m
and wiki1g in our experiments.

7.1.2

Evaluation methods

We evaluate performance of di↵erent algorithms on a variety of word analogy tasks
and word similarity tasks. Table 7.2 and 7.3 shows the statistics of these tasks.
Analogy Tasks
In our experiments, we used two popular word analogy tasks. Test data from Google
developed by Mikolov et al. [2013a](Google) and test data from Microsoft Research
developed by Mikolov et al. [2013c](MSR). Google test set can be divided into two
subsets, Google semantic and Google syntactic.
Figure 7.1 shows a portion of dataset Google and MSR. These analogy tasks
contain lines of word pairs. Each line has two pairs of words which can establish
questions from common sense like “a is to a0 as b is to

? (b0 )”. Words a, a0 and

b are given words and b0 is the answer. The trained model is supposed to use word
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(a). sample questions in Google

(b). sample questions in MSR
FIGURE 7.1: A portion of analogy task Google and MSR.
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representations of a, a0 and b to uniquely identify the missing term b0 . For example,
for the question “king is to man as queen is to ? (woman)”, the model will compute
vman

vking + vqueen and find the closest word representation. Only when the result

vector is exactlly corresponding to woman will it counted as a correct match.
All these analogy questions can be devided into two types. One is the semantic
questions, which are about meaning in language or logic, such as relationship between
country and capital. For example, one of the semantic is “Ottawa is to Canada as
P aris is to

? (F rance)”. The other type is the syntactic questions, which consist

of word forms, such as verb tenses. For example, “going is to went as paying is to
? (paid)” is a typical syntactic question.
Dataset Google contains 19,544 analogy questions. Google semantic contains 8,869
semantic questions, while Google syntactic contains 10,675 syntactic questions. MSR
contains 8,000 syntactic questions.
Similarity Tasks
In our experiments, we used a variety of word similarity tasks, including
WordSimilarity-353 Test Collection(WS353) developed by Finkelstein et al. [2001],
bruni-MEN Dataset(MEN) developed by Bruni et al. [2014], radinsky-MTurk
Dataset(MTurk) developed by Radinsky et al. [2011], Stanford Rare Words(RW)
developed by Luong et al. [2013], Rubenstein & Goodenough Dataset(RG) developed
by Rubenstein and Goodenough [1965] and Miller & Charles Dataset(MC) developed
by Miller and Charles [1991].
WordSimilarity-353 Test Collection(WS353) contains 353 lines. Each line has a
pair of English words and an similarity score assigned by human judgement. WS353
is devided into two subsets. One is WS353-similarity, containing 153 word pairs along
with their similarity scores. Scores in this subset are assessed by 13 subjects. The
other subset is called WS353-relatedness, which contains 200 word pairs along with
similarity assigned by 16 subjects. Figure ?? shows a portion of WS353. The first
two columns contain word pairs, followed by a column with the mean score of the
subjects’ individual assessments. Scores are in range from 0 to 10. Higher score
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FIGURE 7.2:
tion(WS353).

A portion of similarity task WordSimilarity-353 Test Collec-

indecates higher similarity or relatedness between the pair of words. The following
benchmarks are in similar formats.
The Stanford Rare Words(RW) Similarity dataset has 2034 lines of word pairs
which are selected in a way to reflect words. It is designed to evaluate word representations on rare words with low occurrence frequency in Wikipedia. The word pairs
are rated with similarity scores ranged from 0 to 10 as well.
Rubenstein & Goodenough Dataset(RG) consists of 65 word pairs. Similarity of
each pair is the mean value of judgments made by 51 subjects, scored according to a
similarity scale [0,4].
Miller & Charles Dataset(MC) is a subset of RG. It contains 30 word pairs from
RG and assigned new similarity scores to them, using the means of judgments made
by 38 subjects, according to a scale from 0 to 4. All the 30 word pairs of MC dataset
are contained in WS353, and also they were made new judgments.
Bruni-MEN Dataset(MEN) consists of 3,000 word pairs. Instead of giving an
absolute score to a word pair reflecting the relatedness of them, Bruni et al. [2014]
asked the subjects to compare each word pair against 50 random comparison pairs
in the set, and assign a binary choice indicating either more or less related than the
comparison point. They obtained a final score to get a 50-point scale. To get a sense
of human agreement, Bruni et al. [2014] rated the 3,000 word pairs themselves. The
Spearman Correlation of their average ratings with the MEN scores is at 0.84. They
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suggest to take this value as an upper bound on what word embedding models can
realistically achieve on MEN dataset.
Radinsky-MTurk Dataset(MTurk) is another word similarity task constructed by
Radinsky et al. [2011] with the help of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. In contrast
with the previous benchmarks, MTurk was constructed by a computer algorithm.
MTurk consists of 287 word pairs with a samilarity scale from 0 to 10.
In our experiments, we used the trained model to compute similarity of the word
pairs in each similarity task, and then get accuracy using Spearman Correlation Coefficient.

7.1.3

Source Code for the Models

For training GloVe model, we used the codes written in C given by Pennington
et al. [2014] for GloVe model. The source code package for the model can be downloaded at http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/. The package includes four C files.
vocab count.c constructs unigram counts from a given corpus; cooccur.c generates the
word-word co-occurrence matrix; shuf f le.c shu✏es the binary file of co-occurrence
matrix produced by cooccur.c; glove.c trains the GloVe model on the co-occurrence
matrix after shu✏ing.
We trained our new method GloVe-L by changing the code cooccur.c. We introduced a new hyperparameter called linear. Value of linear can be set to 0 or 1.
When linear = 0, it will train on the original GloVe model. When linear = 1, it will
train on GloVe-L. The portion of modified code is shown in Figure 7.3. We added
this part for changing the weight of word co-occurrence. As shown in line 350, 351,
356 and 361, the weight is calculated by the linear equation.
For training Word2Vec model, we used the code written in C given by
Mikolov et al. [2013a].

The source code for the model can be downloaded at

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.
Except the source code of the models, we wrote a python code. It automaticlly repeats the training part on the user specified range of dimension, window size,
xmax , as well as di↵erent dataset. In each repetition, it calls function os.system() to
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FIGURE 7.3: Modified part of cooccur.c.
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FIGURE 7.4: part of our python code.
compile and execute the source code of di↵erent models. It also do the evaluation
automaticlly on the trained models and store the results into a CSV file. Figure 7.4
shows the training part orgnized by the python code. In the figure is an example of
training GloVe and GloVe-L models on di↵erent dimensions for 10 repetitions. Hyperparameter tuning is organized by the five loops. The ranges of dimension, window
size, window type, xmax should be specified at the beginning of the main function.
Since line 47 and 48 are commented, it is not going to train on Word2Vec model.

7.2

GloVe-L

Inspired by the di↵erences between the weighting scheme of GloVe and Word2Vec,
we changed the weighting scheme applied in GloVe window to that of Word2Vec.
We call our new method GloVe-L, which stands for GloVe with Linear Weighting.
We trained this new method on Text8, and evaluated on the same tasks. Then, we
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compare the performance of this new method to the performance of GloVe in a series
of experiments.

7.2.1

Improvement of GloVe-L on Text8

We trained GloVe-L on text8 for a quicker testing. The results are shown in Figure
7.5. The figures on the left hand side show the average accuracy of 10 repetitions
on di↵erent tasks, and the figures on the right hand side show the improvement of
Glove-L over Glove in percentage. In this group of experiments, we took window size
c = 15, dimension d = 50 and iteration = 15. We tested the trained word vectors
on similarity tasks and analogy tasks. By changing the weighting scheme, GloVeL performs better than GloVe on all the similarity tasks. The highest percentage
of improvement in about 14%, which is on benchmark MC. However, compared to
GloVe, the accuracy of GloVe-L is getting lower on most analogy tasks, except on
benchmark Google Syntactic.

7.2.2

Performance of GloVe-L on Similarity Tasks

Next, we trained GloVe and GloVe-L on wiki100m, wiki500m, wiki1g to see if the
result is consistent. We tested the trained model on the 8 similarity tasks. The
results are shown in Figure 7.6 and the improvements in percentage are shown in
Figure 7.7. We took the tuned value for vector dimension, which is d = 100 along
with iteration = 50, and the tuned value for window size, which is 5. For xmax , we
chose 15 for wiki100m, since its size is close to text8, and 50 for wiki500m and wiki1g
because of the larger corpus size.
On similarity tasks, the new method GloVe-L outperforms the original GloVe
model. As shown in Figure 7.7, after changing the weighting scheme of co-occurence,
accuracy increases on most of the similarity tasks. The most improvement is on
benchmark luong Rare Word, which contains low frequency words. When trained
on wiki100m, the improvement of the result on benchmark Rare Word can reach to
14%. On test set RG, the performance also has a large improvement of about 10%
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(a). Similarity Tasks

(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.5: Performance of GloVe-L on corpus text8, compared with GloVe and
Word2Vec. Right column: improvement of Glove-L over Glove in percentage. Trained
GloVe-L, GloVe, Word2Vec with dimension=50, window size=15, iter=15. For GloVeL and GloVe, xmax =15. Accuracy is the average of 10 repetitions.
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FIGURE 7.6: Performance of GloVe-L on Similarity Tasks. Results are compared to
GloVe and Word2Vec. Trained on wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g. Trained GloVe-L,
GloVe, Word2Vec with dimension=100, iter=50, window size=5. Trained GloVe-L
and GloVe with xmax =15 for wiki100m, xmax =50 for wiki500m and wiki1g. Accuracy
is the average of 10 repetitions.
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FIGURE 7.7: Improvement of GloVe-L over Glove in percentage on Similarity Tasks.
Trained on text8, wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g. Trained with dimension=100,
iter=50, window size=5, xmax =15 for text8 and wiki100m, xmax =50 for wiki500m
and wiki1g. Accuracy is the average of 1065repetitions.
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trained on wiki100m, and a inprovement around 3% trained on wiki1g. However, the
accuracy drops 2% when trained on wiki500m. When training on text8, performance
on test RG has the smallest improvement, too. This variance may because of the small
size of RG. Similarly, on another small test set MC, the performance of GloVe-L and
GloVe is almost the same when trained on wiki100m and wiki1g, GloVe performs
a litte better when trained on wiki500m, increased by a much larger margin when
trained on text8. On all the other similarity tasks, the performance of GloVe-L is
better on all the corpura. Comparing the four subfigures of Figure 7.7, improvement
of GloVe-L becomes smaller when the corpus size becomes larger.

7.2.3

Performance of GloVe-L on Similarity Tasks

Then, we tested the trained word vectors on all the analogy tasks. The results on
analogy tasks as well as the improvements in percentage are shown in Figure 7.8.
After changing the weighting scheme of co-occurence, accuracy drops on analogy
tasks. According to the 3 subfigures on the left hand side of Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.6,
the performance of GloVe-L and GloVe are really close to each other, which means
the overall impact of weighting scheme is relatively small.
On analogy tasks, the performance of GloVe is better except for the vectors trained
on wiki100m and tested on Google-syntactic. The advantage is more obvious on
benchmark MSR, being up to 5%. Comparing the three subfigures on the right hand
side in Figure 7.8, e↵ect of weighting scheme becomes larger when the corpus size
becomes larger. This trend is opposite to that on the similarity tasks.

7.3

Impact of Hyperparemeters

There are a number of hyperparameters in GloVe, and some of them are shared in
Word2Vec, too. We tested di↵erent combinations of hyperparameters to see if those
hyperparameters having impact on training results, such as vector dimension and
window size. Table 7.4 illustrates hyperparameters in GloVe and their default values
in GloVe, also its default value in Word2Vec if it is shared. We used and Mikolov
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FIGURE 7.8: Performance of GloVe-L on Analogy Tasks. Results are compared to
GloVe and Word2Vec in the left column. Right column is improvement of Glove-l over
Glove in percentage. Trained on wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g. Trained GloVe-L,
GloVe, Word2Vec with dimension=100, iter=50, window size=5. Trained GloVe-L
and GloVe with xmax =15 for wiki100m, xmax =50 for wiki500m and wiki1g. Accuracy
is the average of 10 repetitions.
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Hyperparameter
window size
dimension
iteration
minimum count
xmax
learning rate

default value in GloVe default value in Word2Vec
15
5
50
100
25
5
5
5
100
NA
0.5
0.5

TABLE 7.4: Similarity Tasks Statistics.
et al. [2013a] for Word2Vec model. The default values are also refer to those in the
codes.
As we can see from the table, hyperparameters used by both GloVe and Word2Vec
models are window size c, dimension d, iteration and minimun count, where minimum
count is setted for lowest frequency. Words with prequency lower than miminum count
will be discarded in the vocabulary. For further comparison, we trained GloVe and
Word2Vec using same value if the hyperparameter is shared.
In the paper Pennington et al. [2014], they used minimum count = 100. However, their corpus sizes are over billions, while our corpus have at most 128 million tokens. The word frequency should be directly propotional to the coupus size.
Therefore, instead of choosing minimum count = 100, we refer to Li [2019] for
the tuning of minimum count.

In their experiments, they tested Word2Vec on

corpus text8, wiki100m, wiki500m and wiki1g using munimum count = 0 and
munimum count = 5 respectively, and evaluated on similarity tasks. The results
shown that training Word2Vec with munimum count = 5 on these four corpuses was
better than munimum count = 0 on most tasks. We used the same corpus and similar evaluation methods, and munimum count = 5 is also the defualt value of both
GloVe and Word2Vec, so we chose munimum count = 5 in our further experimens.
To choose a reasonable value for remaining hyperparameters, we did the following
experiments.

7.3.1

Impact of xmax

We trained GloVe with xmax = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 for hyperparameter tuning.
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Pennington et al. [2014] suggested in their paper that when training the model
on extreme small corpus, the hyperparameter xmax should be adjusted. Considering
that our data set is relatively small, we tested the performance of GloVe model on
the small corpus by changing xmax , to find the impact of xmax . We trained GloVe on
text8 with window size c = 15 and made 25 iterations. We train GloVe with xmax
values 5, 10, 15, 20, 50 respectively. We tested the results on di↵erent similarity
and analogy tasks. The results are showm in Figure 7.8, based on the average and
variance of 10 repetitions, and are summarized in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.8(b) shows the performance of GloVe on analogy tasks with di↵erent
value of xmax . On all analogy tasks, accuracy of GloVe keeps increasing, but the
enhancemant is slowing downward. The perfprmance peaks at around xmax = 20,
and then we can see the accuracy drops when xmax is changed from 20 to 50.
Figure 7.8(a) shows the performance on similarity tasks. On similarity tasks
WS353-relatedness and MC, it performs opposite as on the analogy tasks. The performance keeps decreasing before xmax = 20 and slightly rebounds after that. However,
on most similarity tasks, including WS353-similarity, RW, MEN, RG and MTurk,
accuracy keeps decreasing with the raising of xmax . An intreasting thing is that on
benchmark WS353, accuracy of GloVe slightly inscreases until xmax reaches about 15
and starts to decrease. Overall, for small corpus, GloVe performs better when xmax
is small on similarity tasks.
Both the results on analogy and similarity tasks show that GloVe model will lose
accuracy if trained with too large xmax value on small corpus. This is because frequent
co-occurrences can be over-weighted. Due to Equation 4.8, xmax is a threshold for
word co-occurrences. The weight raises, approaching to 1 when the co-occurrence
increases, but when the co-occurrence exceeds the threshold, the loss weight remains
unchanged at 1. If we set the threshold value xmax to be too large, especially in
our small corpra, xmax is larger than the frequent co-occurrence value we want to
reduce, then the weighting function will lose its restraint mechanisms. Therefore,
we applied adjustment to xmax for very small corpus in our experiments. According
to the overall performance, we chose xmax = 15 in our experiments for corpus sized
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(a). Similarity Tasks
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(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.8: Impact of xmax on di↵erent tasks. Trained GloVe on Text8. Trained
with xmax = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. Trained with dimension=50, iter=15, window size=8,
repeat 10 times. Evaluated on di↵erent similarity tasks and analogy tasks.
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FIGURE 7.9: Impact of xmax . Accuracy is the average of 10 repetitions.
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similar to text8. However, if we change the weighting scheme of word co-occurrence,
the distribution of frequent co-orrurrences may change, so the impact of xmax may
change, too. Therefore, we would change xmax to see the di↵erence of results on later
experiments.
Next, we trained GloVe-L and GloVe with xmax = 5, 10, 15, 50, 100 respectively to
see if both weighting schemes are equally sensitive to xmax , and what is the di↵erence
between their performance. We trained GloVe-L and GloVe on text8 with window
size c = 15 and made 15 iterations. We tested the results on di↵erent similarity
and analogy tasks. The results are showm in Figure 7.9, based on the average and
variance of 5 repetitions.
In analogy tasks, GloVe and GloVe-L show similar trends on all the test sets.
Performance of GloVe peakes at xmax = 10, while performance of GloVe-L peakes at
xmax = 15. That may because linear weighting scheme gives more weights to the cooccurrences and the corresponding xmax increases. Both GloVe-L and GloVe have an
obvious decrease when xmax becomes too large. This is consistant with the previous
observation that GloVe model will lose accuracy if trained with too large xmax value
on small corpus.
In similarity tasks, they shows di↵erent trends on di↵erent test sets.

Per-

formance of both models monotonically decreases when xmax increases on benchmarks Bruni-MEN, MTurk and Rare Word. On test sets WS353, WS353similarity,
WS353relatedness and RG, performance of GloVe-L decreases first on WS353, but
when xmax going over 15 it then increases, while performance of GloVe fluctuates
with xmax increasing. Although xmax causes great variation in accuracy on similarity
tasks, GloVe-L outperforms GloVe, regardless of such variation.

7.3.2

Impact of Window Size

We trained GloVe and Word2Vec with window size c = 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 for hyperparameter tuning.
To find the impact of window size, we trained both GloVe and Word2Vec on text8
with window size changes in the above range. For GloVe, we took xmax = 15. For
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(a). Similarity Tasks
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(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.9: Impact of xmax on di↵erent models. Trained GloVe-L and GloVe on
Text8. Trained with xmax = 5, 10, 15, 50, 100. Trained with dimension=100, iter=15,
window size=15, repeat 5 times. Evaluated on di↵erent similarity tasks and analogy
tasks.
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Word2Vec, we took 25 negative samples. For both algorithms, we took dimension
d = 100 and made 25 iterations. We trained both algorithms on window size 4, 6, 8,
10, 15 respectively. We tested the trained word vectors on di↵erent similarity tasks
and analogy tasks. The results are shown in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9(b) is the performance on analogy tasks. GloVe have an obvious improvement when the window size increases from 4 to 15 on all four test tests. In
contrast to this, performance of Word2Vec is not greatly a↵ected by the window size
on Google analogy test set, as well as the two subsets Google Semantic and Google
Syntactic, showing only a slight incsrease with fluctuation. It even shows a descrease
on test set MSR during the raising of window size.
Word2Vec outperforms GloVe on Google, Google semantic, Google syntactic.
However, performance of GloVe overtakes that of Word2Vec on MSR when window
size exceeds 8. Overall, performance of Word2Vec is better than GloVe except on
MSR with window size larger than 8.
The perfprmance on similarity tasks is shown in Figure 7.9(a).
Similar to the results on analogy tasks, performance of GloVe improves when the
window size increases from 4 to 15 on similarity tasks except RG. On benchmark RG,
accuracy of GloVe has a decrease when window changed from 10 to 15, but it is still
higher than the accuracy when window size is smaller than 10. On all the samilarity
tasks except Rare Words, GloVe increases more than 0.05 in accuracy. The results on
GloVe are basically consistent with the data of Levy et al. [2015], who They suggested
that larger window size is befinitail for GloVe.
On the other hand, accuracy of Word2Vec keeps steady on all similarity tasks
WS353-similarity, WS353-relatedness and bruni when the window size is between 4
and 15. Performance of Word2Vec has a slight decrease with window size changing
from 4 to 15 on the other similarity tasks. These results are basically consistent with
the experiments of Lison and Kutuzov [2017], who showed that Word2Vec performs
bettr on the similarity tasks with narrow context windows but somentimes benefits
from larger context windows on the analogy task.
Considering the overall performance, it is not fair to choose either a small context
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(a). Similarity Tasks
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(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.9: Impact of window size. Trained GloVe and Word2Vec on Text8.
Trained with window size c = 4, 6, 8, 10, 15. Trained with dimension=100, xmax =15,
negative sample=25, iter=25. Repeat 10 times. Evaluated on di↵erent similarity
tasks and analogy tasks. Took the average of 10 repetitions.
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window or a large context window since the two models befenits from di↵erent window
sizes. We temporarily used context window c = 15 when studying the e↵ect of
dimension. Similar to xmax , if we change the weighting scheme of word co-occurrence,
the impact of window size may change. Besides, window size e↵ects the total number
of the word co-occurrences and training pairs. Therefore, we would change window
size to see the di↵erence of results on later experiments.
Next, we trained GloVe-L and GloVe with c = 2, 5, 10, 15 respectively to see the
di↵erent impact on window size on their performance. We trained GloVe-L and GloVe
on text8 with xmax = 15 and made 15 iterations. The results are showm in Figure
7.9, based on the average and variance of 5 repetitions.
Performance gains increases with window size. Performance of GloVe and GloVeL monotonically increases with the raising of window size on most of the benchmarks
expect RG and MC. Even if in test RG and MC, their performance shows an increase
when window size goes over 5. This is consistent with other researches.
In all the tests, the performance shows little di↵erence when c = 2 because theoraticlly the their co-occurrence matrices are the same when c = 2. On the opposite, when window size goes higher, changing weighting scheme will change the
co-occurrence matrix more, so their performance has larger di↵erence.

7.3.3

Impact of Vector Dimension

We trained GloVe and Word2Vec with dimension d = 20, 50, 100, 150 for hyperparameter tuning.
To find the impact of vector dimension, we trained both GloVe and Word2Vec
on text8 with dimension changes. For GloVe, we took xmax = 15. For Word2Vec,
we took 25 negative samples. For both algorithms, we took window size c = 15 and
made 25 iterations. We train both algorithms on four dimensions, 20, 50, 100, 150
respectively. Repeat 10 times for each case. We tested the trained word vectors on
di↵erent similarity tasks and analogy tasks. Taking the average of 10 repetitions, the
results are shown in Figure 7.9.
When testing on analogy tasks, both GloVe and Word2Vec have an obvious im79
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(a). Similarity Tasks
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(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.9: Impact of window size on di↵erent models. Trained GloVe-L and
GloVe on Text8. Trained with c = 2, 5, 10, 15. Trained with dimension=100, iter=15,
xmax =15, repeat 5 times. Evaluated on di↵erent similarity tasks and analogy tasks.
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(a). Similarity Tasks
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(b). Analogy Tasks
FIGURE 7.9: Impact of dimension. Trained GloVe and Word2Vec on Text8. Trained
with vector dimension d = 20, 50, 100, 150. Trained with window size=15, xmax =15,
negative sample=25, iter=25. Repeat 10 times. Evaluated on di↵erent similarity
tasks and analogy tasks. Took the average of 10 repetitions.
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provement on higher dimension space, and gradually slow down after the dimension
reaches 100. Two methods show the same trend on di↵erent test sets. This trend is
also similar as the result in Pennington et al. [2014]. However, when the dimension
exceeds 100, performance of Word2Vec decreased on Google syntactic. Word2Vec
outperforms GloVe on Google syntactic. However, performance of GloVe is close to
Word2Vec on MSR, which also includes syntactic questions only. Overall, performance of Word2Vec is better than GloVe except on MSR with dimension less than
40.
Compared to the results on analogy tasks, the impact of vector dimension for
GloVe is smaller on similarity tasks. On most similarity tasks except MC, accuracy
of GloVe increased before d = 50. When dimension is larger than 50, improvement
of GloVe became flat on benchmarks WS-similarity, WS-relatedness, Rare Word and
MEN, even had a slight drop on WS353, RG and MTurk. With the dimension chaged
from 20 to 150, accuracy of GloVe improved about 0.15 on MSR, 0.22 on Google,
0.35 on Google semantic and 0.13 on Google syntactic. However, on similarity tasks,
the improvements were all less than 0.1. This is because of the higher accuracy on
similarity tasks on small vector space. For example, when d = 20, accuracy of GloVe
has been close to 0.45 on similarity tasks WS353 and MEN, while the results are
lower than 0.1 on all our analogy tatasets. This may lead to a more obvious increase
on analogy tasks.
Accuracy of Word2Vec increased before d = 50 on all the similarity tasks. When
the dimension is between 50 an 100, performance of Word2Vec increased slowly on
most tasks. Then, it kept decreasing when dimension exceeds 100 on all the test
sets except MTurk. Recall that on the analogy tasks, Word2Vec also shown the only
descrease when d > 100. This result supports Reference 14, which claimed Skip-Gram
presents better with a small dimensional space.
Considering the overall performance, we chose dimension d = 100 in our experiments. Then we noted that Pennington et al. [2014] set iteration value according
to the vector size when they approved GloVe model. They used iteration = 100 for
dimension > 300 and iteration = 50 otherwise. Besides, Levy et al. [2015] used
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iteration = 50 for comparing performance between GloVe and Word2Vec. Therefore,
we chose iteration = 50 in our experiments when dimension = 100.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
In our work, we compared weighting schemes of co-occurrence counts in di↵erent
word embedding methods, especially GloVe and Word2Vec. We compared the performance of GloVe and Word2Vec on a variaty of tasks. We showed GloVe outperforms
Word2Vec on analogy tasks, while Word2Vec works better on similarity tasks.
We proposed GloVe-L by changing the weighting scheme in GloVe. Generally, it
outperforms GloVe in word similarity tasks but not good at word analogy tasks.
GloVe-L outperforms GloVe consistently on Text8 on word similarity test sets
WS353, Bruni-MEN, MTurk and Rare Word on di↵erent window sizes and di↵erent
xmax .
GloVe outperforms GloVe-L on wiki100m, wiki500m, wiki1g on word analogy test
sets Google dataset (including semantic and syntatic) and MSR when. Di↵erent
claims may be caused by tuning of hyper-parameters on Text8.
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